1. **Background.** Naval Special Warfare tactical communications commands provide operational communications support to include training personnel, integrating new equipment, and developing tactics to provide the highest quality tactical communicators in support of Naval Special Warfare.

   a. Billets require duty in arduous field environments (many times isolated and independent) in support of Naval Special Warfare operational forces.

   b. Commands are located at Naval Base Coronado, CA (unit identification codes (UIC) 58588 and 57009) and Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek, VA (UICs 58587 and 00312).

   c. All waivers will be considered on a case-by-case basis and may be sent via naval message to:

      (1) Commanding Officer, Tactical Communications Command ONE, plain language address directory (PLAD): TACCOMM ONE.

      (2) Commanding Officer, Tactical Communications Command TWO, PLAD: TACCOMM TWO.

   d. The following ratings are currently eligible for assignment: electronics technician (ET), information technology (IT), personnel specialist, logistics specialist, and yeoman.
e. Minimum activity tour will be 48 months for sea duty, UICs 58588 and 58587, with an option for a 1-year extension and 36 months for shore duty, UICs 57009 and 00312.

2. **Requirements and Qualifications**

   a. Personnel:

      (1) ET and IT ratings must be eligible for and maintain a top secret/sensitive compartmented information clearance. All other ratings must be eligible for and maintain a secret clearance. (Non-waiverable)

      (2) Must maintain minimum score of good-low or higher for last 36 months on the physical fitness assessment. (Waiverable)

      (3) Must not have any non-judicial punishment or civil offenses in the last 36 months. (Waiverable)

      (4) Personnel who have prior convictions for domestic violence charges are permanently ineligible. (Non-waiverable)

      (5) Must qualify for and maintain eligibility for a Government Travel Credit Card. (Non-waiverable)

      (6) Must complete NAVPERS 1306/92 Special Program Screening, sections A, B, C, D2, D3, D4, and D6.

      (7) Must have 48 months of required obligated service for sea UICs 58588 and 58587 and 36 months for shore UICs 57009 and 00312 (all pay grades) due to the extensive Naval Special Warfare communications training, including several high risk courses of instruction.

      (8) ET and IT ratings assigned to UICs 58588 and 58587 will be required to complete Expeditionary Combat Skills and Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape training.

      (9) ET and IT ratings assigned to UICs 58588 and 58587 will be trained in and expected to maintain qualifications in small arms.

      (10) ET and IT ratings must be able to attain Cybersecurity certification, per reference (a), within 6 months of arrival. United States Special Operation Command (USSOCOM)
requires communicators to have Information Assurance Technician Level II certification prior to administering USSOCOM-owned networks.

(11) ET and IT ratings assigned to UICs 58588 and 58587 must be able to attain Second Class Swimmer Qualification within six months of arrival.

b. Detailed application information may be obtained by contacting:

(1) TACCOMM ONE: Comm: (619)537-3555 or DSN: 577-3555.

(2) TACCOMM TWO: Comm: (757)763-2671 or DSN: 255-2671.